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Introduction {#sec001}
============

The actin cytoskeleton plays an important role in various cellular processes, such as changes in cell shape, cytokinesis, and cell migration \[[@pcbi.1005277.ref001]\]. Much of the mechanical forces required for these processes are generated by interactions between actin filaments (F-actin) and myosin II motors \[[@pcbi.1005277.ref002]\]. Actomyosin contractility regulates structural organization of the actin cytoskeleton and its rheological properties by interacting and competing with the dynamics of actin cross-linking proteins (ACPs) and actin filaments. For example, during *Dictyostelium* furrow ingression, interactions between myosin and ACP dynamics control cytokinesis contractility dynamics and mechanics \[[@pcbi.1005277.ref003]\]. In addition, during fission yeast cytokinetic ring assembly, an increase in ACP density prevents clump formation \[[@pcbi.1005277.ref004], [@pcbi.1005277.ref005]\]. Representative cytoskeletal structures that are regulated by actomyosin contractility are various types of bundles, such as stress fibers, random polarity bundles, cytokinetic rings, and transverse arcs \[[@pcbi.1005277.ref006]\]. Despite similarity in their structural organization, these bundles are formed via very distinct mechanisms. Dorsal stress fibers are assembled via formin-driven polymerization of actin filaments occurring outside adhesion sites. Transverse arcs, that are located at the interface between lamellipodia and lamella, form via actomyosin-driven condensation of actin filaments within the lamellipodia \[[@pcbi.1005277.ref007]\]. During the condensation, actin filaments whose barbed ends are initially biased toward the cell margin are reoriented and thus become parallel to the margin. Transverse arcs move away from the cell margin and eventually coalesce with dorsal stress fibers, to transmit contractile forces to surrounding environments, without direct attachment to focal adhesions \[[@pcbi.1005277.ref008]\].

Several aspects regarding structural reorganization of a network into a bundle have been investigated in previous numerical studies. It was shown that an increase in myosin density induces a structural transition from networks into bundles through a series of hierarchical steps \[[@pcbi.1005277.ref009]\] with enhancement of forces generated by the actomyosin structures \[[@pcbi.1005277.ref010]\]. In addition, a recent study demonstrated that an increase in ACP density above a threshold value leads to a switch-like transition from random networks to ordered, bundled structures \[[@pcbi.1005277.ref011]\]. However, owing to the highly simplified models and limited scopes of the previous studies, it still remains inconclusive how a network is transformed into a bundle, how force is generated, and what happens on actin filaments during the structural reorganization. Several biophysical factors are likely to impact network transformation into a bundle. For example, an extent to which actin filaments are cross-linked will play an important role. If filaments are loosely cross-linked, they may be reoriented relatively easily to form a bundle, but low network connectivity could be antagonistic to the stability of formed bundles and generated forces. By contrast, if actin filaments are heavily cross-linked, they may not easily rotate without significant deformation. Because of the low bending rigidity of actin filaments, myosin motor activity could result in buckling during reorientation and compaction of cross-linked actin filaments. As suggested by a previous theoretical study \[[@pcbi.1005277.ref012]\], filament buckling may play a critical role in either force generation or bundle formation or in both. In addition, fast turnover of actin filaments occurring via diverse actin binding proteins within cells has potential to modulate the morphological transformation and force generation. Using only experiments, it is challenging to accurately evaluate relative importance of each of these factors and isolate their effects.

In this work, using an agent-based computational model, we systematically investigated morphological transformation of an actomyosin network into a bundle and force generation during the transformation. We investigated effects of diverse biophysical parameters on network compaction into a bundle, which were not systematically studied in previous computational works. Specifically, we focused on the impacts of the densities of ACPs and motors and of the rigidity, initial orientation, and turnover of actin. Results from the study were discussed in the context of the assembly of transverse arcs observed in migrating cells \[[@pcbi.1005277.ref007]\]. This study provides new insights into mechanistic understanding of a role of the interplay between various biophysical factors in bundle formation and force generation.

Results {#sec002}
=======

Model overview {#sec003}
--------------

We employed our previous coarse-grained Brownian dynamics model for actomyosin structures \[[@pcbi.1005277.ref013]\]. In the model, actin filaments, actin cross-linking proteins (ACPs), and motors are simplified into interconnected cylindrical segments ([Fig 1A](#pcbi.1005277.g001){ref-type="fig"}). Actin filaments consist of serially-connected cylindrical segments with polarity (barbed and pointed ends). ACPs are composed of a pair of cylindrical segments. Each motor has a backbone structure with 8 arms, each of which represents 8 myosin heads. Displacement of the segments is governed by the Langevin equation. Harmonic potentials with bending (*κ*~b~) and extensional stiffnesses (*κ*~s~) maintain equilibrium angles and lengths, respectively, formed by the segments. Repulsive forces account for volume-exclusion effects between actin filaments. Stochastic forces satisfying the fluctuation-dissipation theorem are applied to induce thermal fluctuation \[[@pcbi.1005277.ref014]\]. Positions of the segments are updated at each time step using the Euler integration scheme. ACPs bind to actin filaments at a constant rate and also unbind from actin filaments in a force-dependent manner following Bell's equation \[[@pcbi.1005277.ref015]\]. A motor arm binds to an actin filament and walks toward the barbed end of the actin filament, generating tensile forces. Actin undergoes nucleation, polymerization, and depolymerization, staying in either monomeric or filamentous state. We simulate treadmilling of actin filaments by imposing equal polymerization and depolymerization rates at barbed and pointed ends, respectively. To alter the treadmilling rate without a large change in average length of actin filaments, a nucleation rate is dynamically adjusted. Monomeric actin and free ACP and motor that are not bound to any actin filament are considered implicitly by their local concentrations. Self-assembly of actins, ACPs, and motors in a 3D rectangular computational domain (4×8×0.5 μm) results in a homogenous actomyosin network ([Fig 1B](#pcbi.1005277.g001){ref-type="fig"}). A periodic boundary condition is imposed in the y-direction, whereas boundaries in the x- and z-directions exert repulsive forces on the segments to keep them within the domain. After network assembly, walking of motors on actin filaments is initiated, facilitating transformation of the network to a bundle. We measured a macroscopic force generated by a bundle and also microscopic forces acting on ACPs and motors. Definitions of terms are listed in [S1 Table](#pcbi.1005277.s001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, and detailed values of parameters are listed in [S2 Table](#pcbi.1005277.s002){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.

![An agent-based computational model was employed for studying bundle formation.\
(a) Actin filaments, motors, and actin cross-linking proteins (ACPs) are simplified into cylindrical segments connected by elastic hinges. Actin filaments (blue) are modeled as a series of cylindrical segments with polarity (barbed and pointed ends). Motors (red) consist of a backbone with symmetric polarity and with arms representing myosin motor heads. ACPs (yellow) are modeled as two parallel arms. Arms of motors and ACPs can bind to actin filaments. Equilibrium lengths of segments of actin filaments (A), motors (M), and ACPs are maintained by extensional stiffness (*κ*~s~), whereas equilibrium angles between segments are maintained by bending stiffness (*κ*~b~). (b) An example of bundle formation via compaction of a network. The network (4×8×0.5 μm) consists of actin (teal) with concentration *C*~A~ = 40 μM, motor (red) with density *R*~M~ = 0.08, and ACP (yellow) with density *R*~ACP~ = 0.02. A periodic boundary condition is applied only in the y-direction. After motors start walking at *t* = 0 s, initially homogeneous network compacts into a bundle within 20 s.](pcbi.1005277.g001){#pcbi.1005277.g001}

Densities of motors and ACPs critically regulate bundle formation and tension generation {#sec004}
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Consistent with previous theoretical and experimental studies \[[@pcbi.1005277.ref016]--[@pcbi.1005277.ref018]\], densities of ACPs (*R*~ACP~) and motors (*R*~M~) critically affect bundle formation and tension generation. With *R*~M~ = 0.08 and *R*~ACP~ = 0.01, a homogeneous network compacted into a bundle spanning the computational domain in the y-direction within \~10 s ([Fig 2A](#pcbi.1005277.g002){ref-type="fig"}). However, the bundle was heterogeneous at 10 s in terms of actin concentration, showing a few regions with higher actin density. In addition, the bundle was highly unstable, resulting in a few separate aggregates over time. Tension measured in the bundle increased up to \~0.8 nN and then decreased to nearly zero ([Fig 2C](#pcbi.1005277.g002){ref-type="fig"}). By contrast, with *R*~M~ = 0.08 and *R*~ACP~ = 0.1, a more compact, uniform bundle was formed within 15 s, and the bundle remained intact for the duration of the simulation ([Fig 2B](#pcbi.1005277.g002){ref-type="fig"}). Tension increased up to \~4 nN, and then decreased slowly. Microscopic forces exerted on each motor ($f_{M}^{\max}$) and ACP ($f_{ACP}^{\max}$) measured at maximum tension can explain the magnitude and sustainability of the generated tension ([Fig 2D](#pcbi.1005277.g002){ref-type="fig"}). Note that $f_{M}^{\max}$ and $f_{ACP}^{\max}$ are positive when they are exerted toward barbed ends of actin filaments. With a large number of ACPs (*R*~M~ = 0.08 and *R*~ACP~ = 0.1), $f_{M}^{\max}$ was higher, and $f_{ACP}^{\max}$ was smaller. If there are many ACPs, they share loads exerted by motors, leading to smaller force on each ACP. Since ACPs are assumed to exhibit slip-bond behavior, the smaller force on ACPs leads to less frequent unbinding events of ACPs. Thus, stable ACPs can help motors to generate higher force close to their stall force and support the force for a longer time. By contrast, with fewer ACPs (*R*~M~ = 0.08 and *R*~ACP~ = 0.01), most motors failed to attain their stall force, and each ACP supported a larger force, leading to instability of the bundle and reduction in generated tension ([Fig 2D](#pcbi.1005277.g002){ref-type="fig"}).

![Densities of motors (*R*~M~) and ACPs (*R*~ACP~) determine characteristics of bundle formation and tension generation.\
(a-b) Snapshots showing actin density for (a) unsuccessful (*R*~M~ = 0.08, *R*~ACP~ = 0.01) and (b) successful bundle formation (*R*~M~ = 0.08, *R*~ACP~ = 0.1). (a) At *t* = 10 s, the bundle has heterogeneous actin distribution with dangling actin filaments. The bundle further aggregates into a few clumps over time (*t* = 30 s and 60 s). (b) The bundle has relatively homogeneous actin distribution at *t* = 10 s and remains stable during and after compaction (*t* = 30 s and 60 s). (c) Time evolution of tensile forces generated by bundles shown in (a) and (b). The case with unsuccessful bundle formation (red circle) shows lower tension which decreases faster than tension in the case with successful bundle formation (blue triangle). (d) Distribution of forces exerted on motors ($f_{M}^{\max}$) and ACPs ($f_{ACP}^{\max}$) measured at peak tension for cases shown in (a) and (b). The gray dashed line indicates stall force of motors (5.7pN). The case with unsuccessful bundle formation (red) shows smaller $f_{M}^{\max}$ and larger $f_{ACP}^{\max}$ than the case with successful bundle formation (blue). (e) The maximum and (f) sustainability of tensile forces generated by bundles, depending on *R*~M~ and *R*~ACP~. The sustainability ranges from 0 (not sustainable at all) to 1 (perfectly sustainable). Maximum force is positively correlated with both *R*~M~ and *R*~ACP~. Sustainability is positively correlated with *R*~ACP~ but negatively correlated with *R*~M~. (g) Compaction time as a measure of how rapidly networks transform into bundles. Networks compact faster with higher *R*~M~ and lower *R*~ACP~. (h) Standard deviation of x positions of actins at compaction time ($\sigma_{x}^{\text{c}}$) as a measure of how tightly the bundle is formed. Higher *R*~M~ and *R*~ACP~ leads to formation of tighter bundles.](pcbi.1005277.g002){#pcbi.1005277.g002}

We systematically varied *R*~ACP~ and *R*~M~ to probe their effects on bundle formation and tension generation. Maximum tension was positively correlated with both densities ([Fig 2E](#pcbi.1005277.g002){ref-type="fig"}), whereas sustainability was proportional to *R*~ACP~ but inversely proportional to *R*~M~ ([Fig 2F](#pcbi.1005277.g002){ref-type="fig"}). We measured time evolution of standard deviation of x positions of actins (*σ*~*x*~) to quantify compaction of networks ([S1 Fig](#pcbi.1005277.s003){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). *σ*~*x*~ tends to initially decrease, indicating compaction of networks. After reaching its minimum value, *σ*~*x*~ remained constant in most cases. However, in some cases, *σ*~*x*~ increased over time, which may indicate disintegration of a bundle into aggregates. Indeed, the increase in *σ*~*x*~ occurred in cases with higher *R*~M~ and lower *R*~ACP~ where tension is not sustained well, and bundles are likely to form aggregates. In cases with very low *R*~M~, *σ*~*x*~ continuously decreased, indicating very slow compaction of networks. To quantify how fast networks compact, we defined compaction time as time at which the rate of change in *σ*~*x*~ over time becomes larger than 0.01 × (the average rate of change in *σ*~*x*~ during first 5s). The compaction time was shorter at higher *R*~M~ and lower *R*~ACP~ ([Fig 2G](#pcbi.1005277.g002){ref-type="fig"}). We used the standard deviation at compaction time ($\sigma_{x}^{\text{c}}$) as an indicator of how tightly a network is compacted in the x-direciton ([Fig 2H](#pcbi.1005277.g002){ref-type="fig"}). A tighter bundle was formed with higher *R*~M~ and *R*~ACP~. A sufficient amount of ACPs can tighten bundles by helping force generation of motors and increasing connectivity of bundles. However, ACPs slow down formation of bundles because a network becomes much more stiffer with more ACPs. In sum, a network with more motors compacted faster into a tighter bundle exerting larger tension because there are more force generators. However, the bundle and the tension are likely to be unstable, leading to bundle disintegration into aggregates and significant tension relaxation. A network with more ACPs compacted more slowly into a tighter bundle generating larger and more sustained tension.

Buckling of actin filaments is crucial for the transformation into a bundle {#sec005}
---------------------------------------------------------------------------

In our previous studies, it was shown that buckling of actin filaments is necessary for contraction of a network and for force generation in a preformed bundle \[[@pcbi.1005277.ref016], [@pcbi.1005277.ref019]\]. We quantified buckling events occurring in the simulations shown in [Fig 2E--2H](#pcbi.1005277.g002){ref-type="fig"}, by tracking the ratio of end-to-end distance to contour length of actin filaments. Since most actin filaments have multiple, transiently bound motors and ACPs, buckling takes place in various ways; some of the actin filaments experienced subsequent buckling events at multiple locations over time, and buckled filaments, at times, became straight again ([S2 Fig](#pcbi.1005277.s004){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). We determined the number of actin filaments that underwent buckling at least once in each simulation by assuming that actin filaments with a ratio of end-to-end distance to contour length smaller than 0.6 are buckled. We found that buckling occurred less frequently with higher *R*~ACP~ because the critical force above which buckling occurs becomes larger with higher *R*~ACP~ ([Fig 3A](#pcbi.1005277.g003){ref-type="fig"}); this is associated with a decrease in distance between adjacent cross-linking points on an actin filament. Although motors generate larger forces with higher *R*~ACP~ ([Fig 2D](#pcbi.1005277.g002){ref-type="fig"}), the increase in the critical force required for buckling is greater, leading to less frequent buckling events. With higher *R*~M~, buckling took place more frequently since more motors generate larger contractile forces that can induce buckling. These buckling events mostly occurred during the transformation to a bundle before tension reached its maximum, rather than after the peak tension ([Fig 3D](#pcbi.1005277.g003){ref-type="fig"}).

![Buckling of actin filaments plays a crucial role in bundle formation and tension generation.\
(a) Number of actin filaments that experience buckling at least once during simulation depending on densities of motors (*R*~M~) and ACPs (*R*~ACP~), normalized by the largest number. Buckling takes place more frequently with higher *R*~M~ and lower *R*~ACP~. (b-c) Snapshots showing actin density of networks where buckling is suppressed via a 100-fold increase in bending stiffness of actin filaments (*κ*~b,A~). In both networks with (b) low (*R*~M~ = 0.08 and *R*~ACP~ = 0.01) and (c) high ACP density (*R*~M~ = 0.08 and *R*~ACP~ = 0.1), bundles were hardly formed. (d) Time evolution of generated tension (solid line) and the number of buckling events (dashed line) for cases with reference bending stiffness (blue triangle, *κ*~b,A~ = $\kappa_{b,A}^{*}$) and 100-fold higher bending stiffness (red circle, *κ*~b,A~ = 100×$\kappa_{b,A}^{*}$) at *R*~M~ = 0.08 and *R*~ACP~ = 0.1. (e) Distribution of forces exerted on motors ($f_{M}^{\max}$) and ACPs ($f_{ACP}^{\max}$) measured at peak tension for cases shown in (d). The legend is shared with (d). (f) The maximum and (g) sustainability of tension measured from cases (*κ*~b,A~ = 100×$\kappa_{b,A}^{*}$) with various *R*~M~ and *R*~ACP~. Compared to cases with reference bending stiffness ([Fig 2E and 2F](#pcbi.1005277.g002){ref-type="fig"}), the networks exhibit smaller maximum tension and higher sustainability, whereas proportionality to *R*~M~ and *R*~ACP~ is maintained. (h) Compaction time. (i) Standard deviation of x positions of actins at compaction time ($\sigma_{x}^{\text{c}}$). Note that the lower limit of the color scaling is much larger than that in [Fig 2H](#pcbi.1005277.g002){ref-type="fig"}.](pcbi.1005277.g003){#pcbi.1005277.g003}

We tested whether buckling is required for the transformation of a network into a bundle by suppressing the filament buckling via a 100-fold increase in the bending stiffness of actin filaments (*κ*~b,A~ = 100×$\kappa_{b,A}^{*}$), where $\kappa_{b,A}^{*}$ is the reference bending stiffness. At both high and low levels of *R*~ACP~, a bundle rarely formed although some of the actin filaments formed a pseudo bundle at the center ([Fig 3B and 3C](#pcbi.1005277.g003){ref-type="fig"}). At *R*~M~ = 0.08 and *R*~ACP~ = 0.1, the developed tension in a network with 100×$\kappa_{b,A}^{*}$ was much smaller than that in a network with $\kappa_{b,A}^{*}$, and buckling rarely occurred ([Fig 3D](#pcbi.1005277.g003){ref-type="fig"}). Smaller tension for the case with 100×$\kappa_{b,A}^{*}$ can be attributed to low values of $f_{M}^{\max}$; although some values reached stall force, there was a general tendency for the forces to be smaller overall than those in the case with $\kappa_{b,A}^{*}$ ([Fig 3E](#pcbi.1005277.g003){ref-type="fig"}). Negative values of $f_{ACP}^{\max}$ were also slightly smaller in magnitude for the case with 100×$\kappa_{b,A}^{*}$ since ACPs sustain lower positive $f_{M}^{\max}$ in this case. Note that negative or positive $f_{ACP}^{\max}$ sustain positive or negative $f_{M}^{\max}$, respectively. Positive $f_{ACP}^{\max}$ showed higher value for the case with 100×$\kappa_{b,A}^{*}$, since this case exhibits a significant amount of negative $f_{M}^{\max}$ while the case with $\kappa_{b,A}^{*}$ does not.

Due to the catch-bond nature of motors, the lower positive $f_{M}^{\max}$ makes motors stay for a shorter time on actin filaments, which corresponds to a lower duty ratio of motors. Then, motors are less able to stably generate a large amount of forces. Suppression of bundle formation and generation of lower tension observed in [Fig 3B--3D](#pcbi.1005277.g003){ref-type="fig"} might originate largely from a decrease in the duty ratio rather than an increase in *κ*~b,A~. To confirm the importance of *κ*~b,A~, we ran a simulation using motors with a much higher unbinding rate (i.e. lower duty ratio) than the motors used in the case shown in [Fig 2B](#pcbi.1005277.g002){ref-type="fig"} where a stable bundle was formed. We varied one of the mechanochemical rates in the parallel cluster model \[[@pcbi.1005277.ref020], [@pcbi.1005277.ref021]\], which leads to a decrease in the stall force from 5.7 pN to 5.3 pN and an increase in the unbinding rate from 0.049 s^-1^ to 0.49 s^-1^. As shown in [S3 Fig](#pcbi.1005277.s005){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, a bundle still formed well, and tension inside the bundle and sustainability were similar to those of the reference case shown in [Fig 2B and 2C](#pcbi.1005277.g002){ref-type="fig"}. Thus, the inhibition of bundle formation and the decrease in tension result mostly from the change in the *κ*~b,A~, not the change in the duty ratio of motors.

Maximum tension measured under various values of *R*~M~ and *R*~ACP~ with 100×$\kappa_{b,A}^{*}$ ([Fig 3F](#pcbi.1005277.g003){ref-type="fig"}) was much lower than that measured with $\kappa_{b,A}^{*}$ ([Fig 2E](#pcbi.1005277.g002){ref-type="fig"}). Dependences of sustainability and compaction time on *R*~M~ and *R*~ACP~ ([Fig 3G and 3H](#pcbi.1005277.g003){ref-type="fig"}) were similar to those in the cases with $\kappa_{b,A}^{*}$ ([Fig 2F and 2G](#pcbi.1005277.g002){ref-type="fig"}). We also measured time evolution of *σ*~*x*~ for quantification of network compaction ([S4 Fig](#pcbi.1005277.s006){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Interestingly, in cases with lower *R*~ACP~ and higher *R*~M~, *σ*~*x*~ increased beyond its initial value after reaching the minimum. $\sigma_{x}^{\text{c}}$ was overall higher in the cases with 100×$\kappa_{b,A}^{*}$ ([Fig 3I](#pcbi.1005277.g003){ref-type="fig"}) than that in the cases with $\kappa_{b,A}^{*}$ ([Fig 2H](#pcbi.1005277.g002){ref-type="fig"}), quantitatively showing suppression of bundle formation with stiffer actin filaments. Interestingly, with more ACPs, $\sigma_{x}^{\text{c}}$ was larger, which is opposite to the observation in [Fig 2H](#pcbi.1005277.g002){ref-type="fig"}. As shown in [Fig 3A](#pcbi.1005277.g003){ref-type="fig"}, buckling occurred less frequently at higher *R*~ACP~ even with $\kappa_{b,A}^{*}$. However, since a fraction of actin filaments were still buckled, the number of buckled actin filaments is not a critical factor determining the extent of network compaction. By contrast, with 100×$\kappa_{b,A}^{*}$, most of actin filaments cannot be buckled due to a significant increase in the critical buckling force. Then, network compaction becomes very sensitive to the number of buckled actin filaments because buckling is necessary for network compaction, resulting in less network compaction with higher *R*~ACP~.

In sum, these results demonstrate that even with a sufficient number of ACPs that sustain tension and help motors reach their stall force, buckling of actin filaments is required for formation of tight bundles and generation of large tension.

Initial orientation of actin filaments regulates bundle formation and tension generation {#sec006}
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Myosin II motors compact actin filaments in lamellipodia into transverse arcs that generate contractile forces \[[@pcbi.1005277.ref022]\]. Since the barbed ends of all actin filaments in lamellipodia are directed toward the cell margin, the lamellipodia is not an isotropic actin network. We probed the effects of anisotropic initial orientations of actin filaments on bundle formation and tension generation with *R*~M~ = 0.08 and *R*~ACP~ = 0.01 by creating three networks consisting of actin filaments with biased initial orientations ([Fig 4A--4C](#pcbi.1005277.g004){ref-type="fig"}). Note that the case shown in [Fig 4B](#pcbi.1005277.g004){ref-type="fig"} where actin filaments are initially oriented toward the +x direction mimics filament orientation in lamellipodia. Compared to the reference case with isotropic orientation of filaments ([Fig 2A and 2C](#pcbi.1005277.g002){ref-type="fig"}), the networks with biased orientations showed lower maximum tension and slower bundle formation ([Fig 4A--4D](#pcbi.1005277.g004){ref-type="fig"}) because there were a smaller number of antiparallel pairs of actin filaments that are in configuration suitable for motors to produce force ([Fig 4F](#pcbi.1005277.g004){ref-type="fig"}). Interestingly, a network with barbed ends directed toward +y was effectively transformed to a bundle with significant tension despite the fact that it initially had no antiparallel pairs of actin filaments in the y-direction. We found that some of the actin filaments changed their orientations ([S5 Fig](#pcbi.1005277.s007){ref-type="supplementary-material"} and [Fig 4C](#pcbi.1005277.g004){ref-type="fig"}, right column) during network contraction ([Fig 4F](#pcbi.1005277.g004){ref-type="fig"}). Even in the network with barbed ends oriented toward +x/+y, a bundle could form slowly and generate tension due to changes in filament orientation ([Fig 4A, 4D and 4F](#pcbi.1005277.g004){ref-type="fig"}). In all cases, bundles eventually collapsed into a few aggregates; this occurred at a rate proportional to the maximum tension because larger tension accelerates destabilization of ACPs, leading to faster disintegration of bundles. We also tested the influences of initial orientation of actin filaments (diagonal or horizontal/vertical) on bundle formation and tension generated in networks, and the results overall showed similar tendencies ([S6](#pcbi.1005277.s008){ref-type="supplementary-material"} and [S7](#pcbi.1005277.s009){ref-type="supplementary-material"} Figs). At higher ACP density (*R*~M~ = 0.08 and *R*~ACP~ = 0.1), actin filaments tend to rotate less than those at lower *R*~ACP~ because the filaments are confined more by a larger number of ACPs ([S8A, S8B and S8C Fig](#pcbi.1005277.s010){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). However, some of the actin filaments were still able to change their orientations, contributing to tension generation ([S8D and S8E Fig](#pcbi.1005277.s010){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Note that unlike the case with lower ACP density, the bundles were not disintegrated into aggregates, regardless of initial filament orientation. This can explain a discrepancy between the unstable bundle shown in [Fig 4B](#pcbi.1005277.g004){ref-type="fig"} formed from a network mimicking the geometry of lamellipodia and a stable bundle observed at the interface between lamellipodia and lamella. It is expected that actin filaments with numerous branching points in lamellipodia have very high connectivity between actin filaments, preventing a bundle from being disintegrated.

![Initial orientation of actin filaments regulates bundle formation and tension generation.\
Densities of motors (*R*~M~) and ACPs (*R*~ACP~) used in cases shown here are 0.08 and 0.01, respectively. (a-c) (1st column) Orientations where barbed ends of actin filaments in networks are initially directed. Red on the circles located at the bottom-right corner represents the range of the orientation. Arrows in the boxes represent examples of filaments with corresponding initial orientations. (2nd, 3rd, 4th columns) Snapshots showing actin density in the networks at *t* = 10, 30, and 60 s with initial orientation indicated in the 1st column. (5th column) Initial and final orientations of actin filaments. Final orientation indicates orientation of filaments measured at a time point when compaction time is defined. (d) Time evolution of tension for cases with biased initial orientations shown in (a-c) and isotropic initial orientation. (e) Number of buckling events occurring during simulations for cases shown in (d). (f) Time evolution of a fraction of antiparallel filament pairs for cases shown in (d).](pcbi.1005277.g004){#pcbi.1005277.g004}

Taken together, these results demonstrate that networks with biased filament orientations can still be transformed to bundles owing to changes in filament orientation occurring during contraction. However, if orientations are biased, bundles are loose, and generated tension tends to be lower but is sustained for a longer time.

Buckling is not necessary for bundle formation in networks with biased filament orientation {#sec007}
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

We have observed that buckling is necessary for bundle formation in networks with isotropic filament orientation since contraction of antiparallel pairs of actin filaments requires buckling. We tested whether buckling is still necessary for bundle formation in networks with a much smaller number of antiparallel pairs by increasing the bending stiffness of actin filaments 100-fold as before (*κ*~b,A~ = 100×$\kappa_{b,A}^{*}$). We found that networks with barbed ends directed toward +x/+y or +y were still transformed to bundles because contraction in the y-direction does not need to occur in such configurations ([Fig 5A and 5C](#pcbi.1005277.g005){ref-type="fig"}). Filaments in the network with barbed ends directed toward +x/+y initially form only parallel pairs of actin filaments, so they can be aligned in the y-direction ([S9A Fig](#pcbi.1005277.s011){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Filaments forming antiparallel pairs in the x-direction in the network with barbed ends directed toward +y can be aligned in the y-direction via polarity sorting due to the absence of a periodic boundary condition in the x-direction ([S9C Fig](#pcbi.1005277.s011){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Some of the filaments changed their orientation during bundle formation, resulting in antiparallel pairs in the y-direction that were also connected to other actin filaments in a bundle ([Fig 5E](#pcbi.1005277.g005){ref-type="fig"}). Due to suppression of buckling, these pairs cannot contract, so the bundles remained curved rather than straight. Accordingly, forces generated on bundles remained close to zero and even became compressive (i.e. negative) ([Fig 5D](#pcbi.1005277.g005){ref-type="fig"}). By contrast, a network with barbed ends directed toward +x/±y could not form a bundle since the antiparallel pairs of filaments that existed from the beginning were not able to contract ([Fig 5B](#pcbi.1005277.g005){ref-type="fig"} and [S9B Fig](#pcbi.1005277.s011){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Tension generated in these networks was similar to that in networks with isotropic orientations ([Fig 5D](#pcbi.1005277.g005){ref-type="fig"}). Therefore, buckling is not always necessary for the transformation of a network to a bundle. If orientation of actin filaments is highly anisotropic, the transformation can still take place via polarity sorting of filaments by motors. However, tensile forces are not developed on the formed bundles.

![In networks with biased filament orientation, parallel filament pairs can form bundles without buckling of filaments, whereas antiparallel pairs cannot.\
Densities of motors (*R*~M~) and ACPs (*R*~ACP~) are 0.08 and 0.01, respectively as in [Fig 4](#pcbi.1005277.g004){ref-type="fig"}, but bending stiffness of actin filaments is increased 100-fold (*κ*~b,A~ = 100×$\kappa_{b,A}^{*}$). (a-c) (1st column) Initial orientations of actin filaments in networks. (2nd, 3rd, 4th columns) Snapshots showing actin density in the networks with initial filament orientation indicated in the 1st column. (5th column) Initial and final orientation of actin filaments. (d) Time evolution of tensile forces generated by bundles for cases with biased initial orientations shown in (a-c) and isotropic initial orientation. (e) Time evolution of a fraction of antiparallel filament pairs for cases shown in (d).](pcbi.1005277.g005){#pcbi.1005277.g005}

Actin turnover modulates bundle formation and tension generation {#sec008}
----------------------------------------------------------------

In our previous study, we demonstrated that actin turnover modulates the buildup and sustainability of tension generated by actomyosin networks \[[@pcbi.1005277.ref013]\]. We tested effects of actin turnover on bundle formation and tension generation by imposing actin treadmilling at various rates (*k*~t,A~) under a condition where bundles generate unsustainable tension and eventually form aggregates in the absence of any turnover (*R*~M~ = 0.08 and *R*~ACP~ = 0.01). We additionally assumed that depolymerization of actin filaments can be inhibited by bound ACPs or motors to a different extent \[[@pcbi.1005277.ref002]\]. We defined the inhibition factor (*ξ*~d,A~) to represent this effect; with *ξ*~d,A~ = 0, depolymerization is not inhibited at all, whereas inhibition is complete with *ξ*~d,A~ = 1. In a control case without turnover (*k*~t,A~ = 0) and a case with *k*~t,A~ = 60 s^-1^ and *ξ*~d,A~ = 1, bundles became aggregates within 100 s ([Fig 6A and 6D](#pcbi.1005277.g006){ref-type="fig"}), and generated tension fell to nearly zero ([Fig 6E](#pcbi.1005277.g006){ref-type="fig"}). With *k*~t,A~ = 60 s^-1^ and *ξ*~d,A~ = 0, some of the actin filaments in the network formed a thin bundle that was converted into aggregates over time ([Fig 6B](#pcbi.1005277.g006){ref-type="fig"}), and tension ultimately relaxed to zero ([Fig 6E](#pcbi.1005277.g006){ref-type="fig"}). By contrast, with *k*~t,A~ = 60 s^-1^ and *ξ*~d,A~ = 0.6, the bundle was maintained much longer, showing highly sustainable tension ([Fig 6C and 6E](#pcbi.1005277.g006){ref-type="fig"}). We systematically probed the effects of *k*~t,A~ and *ξ*~d,A~ on the maximum and sustainability of tension ([Fig 6F and 6G](#pcbi.1005277.g006){ref-type="fig"}). While maximum tension showed no correlation with *k*~t,A~ and *ξ*~d,A~, sustainability tended to be higher at intermediate levels of *ξ*~d,A~ because too large *ξ*~d,A~ completely inhibits actin turnover, whereas too small *ξ*~d,A~ precludes bundle formation and destabilizes the bundle by ACP unbinding induced by actin turnover. The region with higher sustainability is wider with lower *k*~t,A~, since less turnover occurs at lower *k*~t,A~ at the same level of *ξ*~d,A~. Networks compacted faster with more turnover (i.e. higher *k*~t,A~ and lower *ξ*~d,A~), but formed bundles were loose ([Fig 6H and 6I](#pcbi.1005277.g006){ref-type="fig"}). This agrees with the observation that compaction occurred faster, and more loose bundles formed at lower *R*~ACP~ ([Fig 2G and 2H](#pcbi.1005277.g002){ref-type="fig"}), because more frequent turnover facilitates unbinding of ACPs, leading to a decrease in the number of active ACPs bound on two actin filaments at dynamic equilibrium. Also, with low *ξ*~d,A~, *σ*~*x*~ increased after reaching its minimum ([S10 Fig](#pcbi.1005277.s012){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), which corresponds to disintegration of a bundle into a network. However, the increase in *σ*~*x*~ significantly slowed down after some time in several cases, which implies a steady state with coexistence of bundle and network structures as shown in [Fig 6C](#pcbi.1005277.g006){ref-type="fig"}.

![Actin turnover modulates bundle formation and tension generation.\
Densities of motors (*R*~M~) and ACPs (*R*~ACP~) used in cases shown here are 0.08 and 0.01, respectively. (a-d) Snapshots showing actin density in networks (a) without actin turnover and (b-d) with actin turnover rate (*k*~t,A~) of 60 s^-1^. In networks with actin turnover, depolymerization of actin filaments was inhibited by bound ACPs or motors to an extent determined by inhibition factor (*ξ*~d,A~). *ξ*~d,A~ ranges between 0 (no inhibition of depolymerization) and 1 (complete inhibition). In these examples, *ξ*~d,A~ is (b) 0, (c) 0.6, or (d) 1. (e) Time evolution of tensile forces generated by bundles for cases shown in (a-d). (f) The maximum and (g) sustainability of tension, depending on *k*~t,A~ and *ξ*~d,A~. Maximum tension shows no correlation with *k*~t,A~ and *ξ*~d,A~, whereas sustainability is higher at intermediate range of *ξ*~d,A~. (h) Compaction time. (i) Standard deviation of x positions of actins at compaction time ($\sigma_{x}^{\text{c}}$). With more turnover (i.e. high *k*~t,A~ and low *ξ*~d,A~), bundles form faster, but the formed bundles are more loose.](pcbi.1005277.g006){#pcbi.1005277.g006}

At high *R*~ACP~ shown in [S11 Fig](#pcbi.1005277.s013){ref-type="supplementary-material"} (*R*~M~ = 0.08 and *R*~ACP~ = 0.1), bundle formation and the maximum tension were both enhanced with slower actin turnover (i.e. lower *k*~t,A~ and higher *ξ*~d,A~). Compaction time, $\sigma_{x}^{\text{c}}$, and *σ*~*x*~ showed similar trends with those in [Fig 6](#pcbi.1005277.g006){ref-type="fig"} and [S10 Fig](#pcbi.1005277.s012){ref-type="supplementary-material"} ([S11](#pcbi.1005277.s013){ref-type="supplementary-material"} and [S12](#pcbi.1005277.s014){ref-type="supplementary-material"} Figs). In this case, the bundle and generated tension are already stable without turnover owing to numerous ACPs. Actin turnover decreases the number of actin filaments involved with bundle formation as can be seen in a change in the diameter of bundles ([S11B, S11C and S11D Fig](#pcbi.1005277.s013){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Thus, the connectivity of filaments in the bundle is deteriorated, resulting in less sustainable tension. In addition, since turnover induces unbinding of ACPs which leads to instability, more motors failed to reach their stall force, leading to smaller maximum tension ([S11E Fig](#pcbi.1005277.s013){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Indeed, $f_{M}^{\max}$ was lower with increasing turnover ([S11F Fig](#pcbi.1005277.s013){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). $f_{ACP}^{\max}$ also decreased with increasing turnover, owing to lower tension and facilitated ACP unbinding by actin turnover. Note that the case with *ξ*~d,A~ = 1 showed more sustained tension than the case without actin turnover. With *ξ*~d,A~ = 1, depolymerization occurs in regions of an actin filament which are not bound to ACPs or motors, thus unnecessary for tension generation. Depolymerized actin can be polymerized at barbed ends of actin filaments, helping sustain tension by increasing a walking distance of motors toward a barbed end. In sum, with an insufficient number of ACPs, actin turnover with intermediate values of *ξ*~d,A~ enhances the stability of bundles and generated tension, whereas with more ACPs, actin turnover plays only a negative role for the stability of bundles and tension.

Discussion {#sec009}
==========

Structural reorganization of a cross-linked actin network into a bundle occurs in several cellular phenomena, such as formation of transverse arcs at the interface between lamellipodia and lamella. Recent experiments have shown that in the absence of stress fibers, cells can still exert large tensions on surrounding environments due to contractile lamella that contain transverse arcs, implying the significance of transverse arcs in cells as a force generator \[[@pcbi.1005277.ref023]\]. To illuminate mechanisms of formation and force generation of transverse arcs, we here presented a computational study regarding transformation of actomyosin networks into bundles under diverse conditions.

Results from this study demonstrate that formation of contractile bundles and force generation in the bundles are tightly regulated by the interplay between concentrations of cytoskeletal elements and the deformability, dynamics, and initial orientation of actin filaments that have not been tested systematically in previous studies. This study is significantly different from our previous study that employed actomyosin bundles preassembled by stacking straight actin filaments in parallel \[[@pcbi.1005277.ref016]\] since actin filaments are not stacked merely without any deformation during the morphological transformation. We found that during the transition from a network into a bundle, actin filaments undergo buckling and reorientation in various ways, and a large portion of tension is built during the structural reorganization rather than after bundle formation. In addition, we incorporated systematic variations of initial filament orientation that have not been included in our previous studies \[[@pcbi.1005277.ref013], [@pcbi.1005277.ref016], [@pcbi.1005277.ref024]--[@pcbi.1005277.ref027]\], motivated by observation that transverse arcs located at the interface between lamellipodia and lamella are formed by compaction and realignment of actin filaments with biased orientations within the lamellipodia \[[@pcbi.1005277.ref028]\].

We investigated how the density of ACPs and motors and the buckling of actin filaments govern the bundle formation and tension generation. It was found that maximum bundle tension is proportional to motor and ACP densities, whereas sustainability of tension is proportional to ACP density but inversely proportional to motor density. A key factor for determining tension sustainability is how much force is exerted on each ACP because large force can make ACPs unstable by increasing their force-dependent unbinding rate. This is consistent with our previous studies where forces are generated by cortex-like actomyosin networks \[[@pcbi.1005277.ref019]\] and preformed bundles \[[@pcbi.1005277.ref016]\].

We observed that time required for bundle formation is inversely proportional to motor density but proportional to ACP density. Previous experimental studies showed that condensation of networks into transverse arcs occurs within 20 s \[[@pcbi.1005277.ref029]\], which is comparable with the compaction time measured in this study. We also observed that buckling of actin filaments plays an important role in bundle formation, and most of the tension is generated during a transition from a network to a bundle. This is different from our previous study where we found the importance of filament buckling and force generation during contraction of the preformed bundles \[[@pcbi.1005277.ref016]\]. In addition, using networks consisting of filaments with biased orientations, we found that buckling should take place in antiparallel pairs of actin filaments initially aligned in the y-direction in order to induce transformation of networks into bundles. If there is not such an antiparallel pair in the y-direction, the transformation is possible without filament buckling. However, development of large tension on a formed bundle is possible only when filament buckling is allowed. In addition, we showed that networks with isotropic filament orientations result in the best bundle formation and the largest tension. Interestingly, even if orientations of actin filaments are too biased to initially have antiparallel pairs of actin filaments, some of the actin filaments change their orientations during network contraction, resulting in antiparallel pairs and formation of bundles. However, compared to the network with isotropic orientations of actin filaments, bundles are loosely formed, and tension is smaller. Since the smaller tension leads to lower force on each ACP, tension is sustained for a longer time.

Also, we probed influences of actin turnover via treadmilling on bundle formation and tension generation as in our previous study. However, we made a new assumption that actin depolymerization rate can be varied by cross-linking points based on previous experimental observations \[[@pcbi.1005277.ref030]\]. We observed that actin turnover with moderate inhibition of actin depolymerization by motors and ACPs increases the sustainability of tension and confers structural stability to the bundles at low ACP density. If there is a selective inhibition of depolymerization, the region of a filament that contributes least to the connectivity of bundles (from a pointed end to the first cross-linking point) is depolymerized faster. Depolymerized actin can be polymerized at a barbed end of the same filament or other actin filaments. Since motors walk toward barbed ends, the newly polymerized actin can enable motors to walk further. By contrast, at high ACP density, actin turnover decreases tension sustainability and the stability of formed bundles because the connectivity of the bundles is already maximized by numerous ACPs. Loss of connectivity caused by actin turnover seems more critical than gain of stability from the turnover.

Results from this study support observations from previous studies regarding actomyosin bundles and rings. A recent study showed the importance of architecture and connectivity for the contractility of actomyosin rings \[[@pcbi.1005277.ref017]\]. This study showed that each of polarity sorting, sarcomeric contractility, and filament buckling plays an important role at low, intermediate, and high connectivity, respectively. Significant ring contraction was observed only at regimes where sarcomeric contractility or filament buckling becomes important. Too high connectivity or too rigid filaments caused inhibition of filament buckling and ring contraction. Although we did not explore effects of very low connectivity in this study (*R*~ACP~ ≥ 0.01), we observed that buckling takes place less frequently at higher ACP density ([Fig 3A](#pcbi.1005277.g003){ref-type="fig"}), and that suppression of buckling via an increase in filament bending stiffness results in inhibition of contraction ([Fig 3B and 3C](#pcbi.1005277.g003){ref-type="fig"}). All of these are consistent with \[[@pcbi.1005277.ref017]\] and other studies showing significance of filament buckling for contraction \[[@pcbi.1005277.ref031], [@pcbi.1005277.ref032]\]. Our study also predicted that compaction of an actomyosin network into a bundle is more significant with higher ACP and motor densities. This is in agreement with a recent computational study showing that an actomyosin network exhibits greater contraction and filament alignment with higher densities of motors and ACPs \[[@pcbi.1005277.ref011]\]. In addition, another recent computational study found that contraction of random actomyosin arrays mimicking cytokinetic rings is slower with more cross-linkers \[[@pcbi.1005277.ref033]\], which is also consistent with our study ([Fig 2G](#pcbi.1005277.g002){ref-type="fig"}).

To summarize, in this study, we systematically investigated how the transformation of the thin actomyosin networks to bundles is regulated by various biophysical factors. We recently demonstrated impacts of severing of actin filaments induced by buckling on rheological behaviors of passive cross-linked actin networks \[[@pcbi.1005277.ref034]\]. In future studies, we will include buckling-induced filament severing to test its effects on bundle formation and tension generation.

Methods {#sec010}
=======

Brownian dynamics via the langevin equation {#sec011}
-------------------------------------------

Displacements of the segments constituting actin filaments, motors, and ACPs are governed by the Langevin equation with inertia neglected: $$\mathbf{F}_{i} - \zeta_{i}\frac{\text{d}\mathbf{r}_{i}}{\text{d}t} + \mathbf{F}_{i}^{\text{T}} = 0$$ where **r**~*i*~ is a position vector of the *i*th element, *ζ*~i~ is a drag coefficient, *t* is time, **F**~*i*~ is a deterministic force, and $\mathbf{F}_{i}^{\text{T}}$ is a stochastic force satisfying the fluctuation-dissipation theorem \[[@pcbi.1005277.ref014]\]: $$\left\langle {\mathbf{F}_{i}^{\mathbf{T}}\left( t \right)\mathbf{F}_{j}^{\mathbf{T}}\left( t \right)} \right\rangle = \frac{2k_{\mathbf{B}}T\zeta_{i}\delta_{ij}}{\Delta t}\mathbf{\delta}$$ where *δ*~*ij*~ is the Kronecker delta, **δ** is a second-order tensor, and Δ*t* = 1.5×10^−5^ s is a time step. Drag coefficients are computed using an approximated form \[[@pcbi.1005277.ref035]\]: $$\zeta_{i} = 3\pi\mu r_{\text{c},i}\frac{3 + 2r_{0,i}/r_{\text{c},i}}{5}$$ where *μ* is the viscosity of medium, and *r*~0,*i*~ and *r*~c,*i*~ are length and diameter of a segment, respectively. Positions of the various elements are updated using the Euler integration scheme: $$\mathbf{r}_{i}\left( t + \Delta t \right) = \mathbf{r}_{i}\left( t \right) + \frac{\text{d}\mathbf{r}_{i}}{\text{d}t}\Delta t = \mathbf{r}_{i}\left( t \right) + \frac{1}{\zeta_{i}}\left( {\mathbf{F}_{i} + \mathbf{F}_{i}^{\text{T}}} \right)\Delta t$$

Deterministic forces {#sec012}
--------------------

Deterministic forces include extensional forces maintaining equilibrium lengths, bending forces maintaining equilibrium angles, and repulsive force between actin segments. Extension and bending of actin, ACP, and motor are governed by harmonic potentials: $$U_{\text{s}} = \frac{1}{2}\kappa_{\text{s}}\left( r - r_{0} \right)^{2}$$ $$U_{\text{b}} = \frac{1}{2}\kappa_{\text{b}}\left( {\theta - \theta_{0}} \right)^{2}$$ where *κ*~s~ and *κ*~b~ are extensional and bending stiffness, respectively, *r* is the length of a segment, *θ* is an angle formed by adjacent segments, and the subscript 0 indicates an equilibrium value. An equilibrium length of actin segments (*r*~0,A~ = 140 nm) and an equilibrium angle formed by two adjacent actin segments (*θ*~0,A~ = 0 rad) are maintained by extensional (*κ*~s,A~) and bending stiffness of actin (*κ*~b,A~), respectively. The reference value of *κ*~b,A~ results in persistence length of 9 μm \[[@pcbi.1005277.ref036]\]. An equilibrium length of ACP arms (*r*~0,ACP~ = 23.5 nm) and an equilibrium angle between two arms of each ACP (*θ*~0,ACP~ = 0 rad) are maintained by extensional (*κ*~s,ACP~) and bending stiffness of ACPs (*κ*~b,ACP~), respectively. It is assumed that the values of extensional stiffness of a motor backbone (*κ*~s,M1~ and *κ*~s,M2~) keeping an equilibrium length (*r*~s,M1~ = *r*~s,M2~ = 42 nm) are equal to the value of *κ*~s,A~. The bending stiffness of a motor backbone (*κ*~b,M~) keeping the backbone straight (*θ*~0,M~ = 0 rad) is assumed to be larger than *κ*~b,A~. Extension of each motor arm is regulated by stiffness of transverse (*κ*~s,M3~) and longitudinal springs (*κ*~s,M4~). The transverse spring maintains an equilibrium distance (*r*~0,M3~ = 13.5 nm) between an endpoint of a motor backbone and the actin segment where the arm of the motor binds, whereas the longitudinal spring helps maintaining a right angle between the motor arm and the actin segment (*r*~0,M4~ = 0 nm). Forces exerted on actin segments by bound ACPs and motors are distributed onto the barbed and pointed ends of the actin segments as described in our previous work \[[@pcbi.1005277.ref016]\].

A repulsive force accounting for volume-exclusion effects between actin segments is represented by following harmonic potential \[[@pcbi.1005277.ref026]\]: $$U_{\text{r}} = \left\{ \begin{matrix}
{\frac{1}{2}\kappa_{\text{r}}\left( {r_{12} - r_{\text{c},\text{A}}} \right)^{2}\mspace{12mu}\text{if}\mspace{14mu} r_{12} < r_{\text{c},\text{A}}} \\
{\ 0\mspace{126mu}\text{if}\mspace{14mu} r_{12} \geq r_{\text{c},\text{A}}} \\
\end{matrix} \right.$$ where *κ*~r~ is strength of repulsive force, and *r*~12~ is the minimum distance between two actin segments.

Kinetics of ACPs and motors {#sec013}
---------------------------

ACPs can bind to binding sites located every 7 nm on actin segments with no preferential angle for binding. ACPs can also unbind from actin filaments in a force-dependent manner following Bell's equation \[[@pcbi.1005277.ref015]\]. $$k_{\text{u},\text{ACP}} = \left\{ \begin{matrix}
{k_{\text{u},\text{ACP}}^{0}\exp\left( \frac{\lambda_{\text{u},\text{ACP}}\left| {\overset{\rightarrow}{F}}_{\text{s},\text{ACP}} \right|}{k_{\text{B}}T} \right)\mspace{14mu}\text{if}\mspace{9mu} r \geq r_{0,{ACP}}} \\
{k_{\text{u},\text{ACP}}^{0}\mspace{153mu}\text{if}\mspace{9mu} r < r_{0,{ACP}}} \\
\end{matrix} \right.$$ where $k_{\text{u},\text{ACP}}^{0}$ is the zero-force unbinding rate, *λ*~u,ACP~ represents a sensitivity to applied force, and *k*~*B*~*T* is thermal energy. ${\overset{\rightarrow}{F}}_{\text{s},\text{ACP}}$ is a vector representing an extensional force acting on an arm of ACP (${\overset{\rightarrow}{F}}_{\text{s},\text{ACP}} = - \nabla U_{\text{s},\text{ACP}}$). The references values of $k_{\text{u},\text{ACP}}^{0}$ (= 0.115 s^-1^) and *λ*~u,ACP~ (= 1.04×10^−10^ m) are determined to mimic the unbinding behavior of filamin A \[[@pcbi.1005277.ref037]\].

Motor arms can bind to binding sites on actin segments with a rate of 40*N*~h~ s^-1^, where *N*~h~ is the number of myosin heads represented by each arm. Walking (*k*~w,M~) and unbinding rates (*k*~u,M~) of the motor arms are determined by the "parallel cluster model" (PCM) \[[@pcbi.1005277.ref020], [@pcbi.1005277.ref021]\] to mimic mechanochemical cycle of non-muscle myosin II. *k*~w,M~ and *k*~u,M~ decrease with higher applied load since motors exhibit catch-bond behavior. It was assumed that *k*~w,M~ and *k*~u,M~ are governed by forces exerted on the longitudinal spring of a motor arm that is regulated by *κ*~s,M4~ (${\overset{\rightarrow}{F}}_{\text{s},\text{M}4} = - \nabla U_{\text{s},\text{M}4}$). Unloaded walking velocity of motors is set to \~140 nm/s and stall force ($f_{M}^{\text{stall}}$) is set to \~5.7 pN.

Actin dynamics {#sec014}
--------------

In the model, actin experiences nucleation, polymerization, and depolymerization. Nucleation corresponds to de novo appearance of one actin segment. Polymerization and depolymerization are implemented by adding and removing one actin segment on filaments, respectively. We simulated treadmilling of actin filaments by imposing equal polymerization and (reference) depolymerization rate at barbed and pointed ends, respectively. A turnover rate indicates how fast an actin filament turns over, which is equal to either polymerization or depolymerization rate. We chose physiologically relevant turnover rates (30--120 s^-1^). A nucleation rate is also adjusted to maintain a relatively constant actin filament length. We assumed that actin nucleation takes place in the y-direction within a bundle.

It is assumed that depolymerization can be inhibited by bound ACPs or motors \[[@pcbi.1005277.ref030]\]; an inhibition factor ranging between 0 and 1 (*ξ*~d,A~) determines the extent of inhibition: $$k_{\text{d},\text{A}} = k_{\text{d},\text{A}}^{0}\left( {1 - \xi_{\text{d},\text{A}}} \right)$$ where *k*^0^~d,A~ and *k*~d,A~ are reference and adjusted depolymerization rates at a barbed end or a pointed end. Thus, *ξ*~d,A~ = 0 corresponds to no depolymerization inhibition, whereas *ξ*~d,A~ = 1 means complete inhibition.

Network assembly {#sec015}
----------------

We used a 3D rectangular computational domain (4 × 8 × 0.5 μm) with a periodic boundary condition in the y-direction. Self-assembly of actin filaments, ACPs, and motors in the domain results in a homogenous actomyosin network. During the network assembly, actin monomers are nucleated and polymerized into filaments. When creating anisotropic networks, direction of nucleation is controlled so that actin filaments lie along desired directions after network assembly. Motors are assembled into thick filaments, and motor arms bind to actin filaments without walking motion. ACPs bind to actin filaments to form functional cross-links between pairs of actin filaments. Due to the fixed ratio of nucleation rate to turnover rate, the average length of actin filaments is maintained at \~1.56 μm. After the network assembly, motors start walking on actin filaments, and the nucleation rate is dynamically controlled to maintain the average filament length at a constant level. Actin monomer concentration (*C*~A~) is 40 μM for all cases.

Measurement of force and sustainability {#sec016}
---------------------------------------

To measure tension generated by a bundle, we consider 10 cross-sections that are regularly located in the computational domain in the y-direction. Tension is calculated by summing the normal component of extensional forces of all constituents crossing a cross-section. We repeat this calculation on 10 cross-sections and compute the average. Sustainability of the tension is calculated in the same manner as in \[[@pcbi.1005277.ref013]\].

Microscopic forces acting on ACPs ($f_{ACP}^{\max}$) and motors ($f_{M}^{\max}$) are evaluated when tension reaches a maximum: $$f_{ACP}^{\max} = {\overset{\rightarrow}{F}}_{\text{s},\text{ACP}} \cdot \overset{\rightarrow}{u}$$ $$f_{M}^{\max} = {\overset{\rightarrow}{F}}_{\text{s},\text{M}4} \cdot \overset{\rightarrow}{u}/N_{h}$$ where $\overset{\rightarrow}{u}$ is a unit vector directed toward a barbed end of actin filaments. Note that ${\overset{\rightarrow}{F}}_{\text{s},\text{ACP}}$ and ${\overset{\rightarrow}{F}}_{\text{s},\text{M}4}$ are directed from the center of ACP or the endpoint on a motor backbone to a binding point on an actin filament where ACP or motor is currently bound, and that $f_{ACP}^{\max}$ and $f_{M}^{\max}$ are positive when the force vectors are directed toward barbed ends. Most of $f_{M}^{\max}$ values are positive because motor arms walk toward barbed ends, and because the unbinding rate of the motor arm defined by the PCM model is assumed to be very large when ${\overset{\rightarrow}{F}}_{\text{s},\text{M}4}$ is directed toward a pointed end. By contrast, values of $f_{ACP}^{\max}$ show largely symmetric distribution due to the absence of walking motion and unbinding rate independent of the direction of ${\overset{\rightarrow}{F}}_{\text{s},\text{ACP}}$. However, there is slightly higher population on negative values of $f_{ACP}^{\max}$ since ACPs sustain forces exerted by motors which are mostly positive.

Quantification of formation time and shape of bundles {#sec017}
-----------------------------------------------------

We measured time evolution of standard deviation of x positions of actins (*σ*~*x*~). *σ*~*x*~ decreases as a bundle forms and then either remains relatively constant until the end of the simulations or increases slowly over time if the bundle is disintegrated. As a measure of how fast a network compacts into a bundle, we define the compaction time as time when the rate of change in *σ*~*x*~ becomes larger than 0.01 × (the average rate of change in *σ*~*x*~ for the first 5s). In addition, we used the magnitude of the standard deviation at the same time point ($\sigma_{x}^{\text{c}}$) as a measure of how tightly the bundle is formed in the x-direction.

Supporting Information {#sec018}
======================

###### List and definition of terms.

(DOCX)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### List of parameters employed in the model.

(DOCX)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### Time evolution of standard deviation of x positions of actins (*σ*~*x*~) for the cases shown in [Fig 2](#pcbi.1005277.g002){ref-type="fig"}.

ACP density used in these cases is (a) 0.01, (b) 0.018, (c) 0.032, (d) 0.056, and (e) 0.1. Motor density is 0.0008 (red), 0.0026 (blue), 0.008 (green), 0.026 (cyan), and 0.08 (black).

(TIF)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### Buckling of actin filaments in the case shown in [Fig 2B](#pcbi.1005277.g002){ref-type="fig"}.

\(a\) The ratio of end-to-end distance to contour length of two selected actin filaments. The actin filament represented by red experienced a sequence of buckling events at around *t* = 8, 25, 50, and 80 s, whereas the actin filament represented by blue underwent buckling at around *t* = 8 s and was straightened at around *t* = 75 s. (b, c) Visualization of (b) subsequent buckling events and (c) straightening of buckled actin filaments shown in (a). Solid circles located at the ends of the actin filaments represent their barbed ends.

(TIF)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### Effects of duty ratio of motors on bundle formation and tension generation.

Densities of motors (*R*~M~) and ACPs (*R*~ACP~) are 0.08 and 0.1, respectively. Compared to the reference case with the same *R*~M~ and *R*~ACP~ ([Fig 2B](#pcbi.1005277.g002){ref-type="fig"}), stall force of motors was decreased from 5.7 pN to 5.3 pN, and unbinding rate was increased from 0.049 s^-1^ to 0.49 s^-1^. (a) Snapshots showing actin density in the networks at *t* = 10, 30, and 60 s. A bundle forms well as in the reference case. (b-c) Time evolutions of (b) tension and (c) standard deviation of x positions of actins (*σ*~*x*~) show similar tendency to that in the reference case.

(TIF)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### Time evolution of standard deviation of x positions of actins (*σ*~*x*~) for the cases shown in [Fig 3](#pcbi.1005277.g003){ref-type="fig"}.

Density of ACPs used in these cases is (a) 0.01, (b) 0.032, and (c) 0.1. Motor density is 0.0008 (red), 0.0026 (blue), 0.008 (green), 0.026 (cyan), and 0.08 (black).

(TIF)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### Rotation of actin filaments in the case shown in [Fig 4C](#pcbi.1005277.g004){ref-type="fig"}.

\(a\) Time evolution of orientation of two selected actin filaments. At around *t* = 20 s, both actin filaments rotate by about 180° (b, c) Visualization of rotation of the actin filaments shown in (a). Solid circles located at the ends of the actin filaments represent their barbed ends.

(TIF)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### Effects of initial orientation of diagonally nuclearized actin filaments on bundle formation and tension generation.

Densities of motors and ACPs used in cases shown here are 0.08 and 0.01, respectively. (a-d) (1st column) Orientations where barbed ends of actin filaments in networks are initially directed. Red lines on the circles located at the bottom-right corner represent the orientations. Arrows in the boxes represent examples of filaments with corresponding initial orientations. (2nd, 3rd, 4th columns) Snapshots showing actin density in the networks at *t* = 0, 10, and 40 s with initial orientation indicated in the 1st column. (e) Time evolution of tension for cases shown in (a-d). (f) Time evolution of orientations of selected actin filaments in the case shown in (a). (g) Time evolution of a fraction of antiparallel filament pairs for cases shown in (a-d). (h) Number of buckling events occurring during simulations for cases shown in (a-d).

(TIF)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### Influences of initial orientation of perpendicularly nuclearized actin filaments on bundle formation and tension generation.

Densities of motors and ACPs used in cases shown here are 0.08 and 0.01, respectively. (a-d) (1st column) Orientations where barbed ends of actin filaments in networks are initially directed. (2nd, 3rd, 4th columns) Snapshots showing actin density in the networks at *t* = 0, 10, and 40 s with initial orientation indicated in the 1st column. (e) Time evolution of tension for cases shown in (a-d). (f) Time evolution of orientation of selected actin filaments from case shown in (a). (g) Time evolution of a fraction of antiparallel filament pairs for cases shown in (a-d). (h) Number of buckling events occurring during simulations for cases shown in (a-d).

(TIF)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### Effects of initial orientation of actin filaments on bundle formation and tension generation in networks with numerous ACPs.

Densities of motors and ACPs used in cases shown here are 0.08 and 0.1, respectively. (a-c) (1st column) Orientations where barbed ends of actin filaments in networks are initially directed. (2nd, 3rd, 4th columns) Snapshots showing actin density in the networks at *t* = 10, 30, and 60 s with initial orientation indicated in the 1st column. (5th column) Initial and final orientations of actin filaments. Final orientation indicates orientation of filaments measured at a time point when compaction time is defined. (d) Time evolution of tension for cases with biased initial orientations shown in (a-c) and isotropic initial orientation. (e) Time evolution of a fraction of antiparallel filament pairs for cases shown in (d).

(TIF)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### In networks with biased filament orientations, bundles can form without buckling of actin filaments.

Schematic diagrams show actin filaments and motors initially directed toward (a) +x/+y, (b) +x/±y, and (c) ±x/+y as in cases shown in [Fig 4A--4C](#pcbi.1005277.g004){ref-type="fig"}. Teal and red represent actin filaments and motors, respectively, whereas ACPs are not shown for simplicity. Because the periodic boundary condition exists only in the y-direction, actin filaments tend to be aligned in the y-direction. (a) Most of the actin filaments oriented toward +x/+y are aligned in parallel via polarity sorting. (b) Antiparallel pairs of actin filaments initially oriented relatively in the y-direction can be aligned well in the y-direction. However, the alignment results in the buildup of compressive forces on the actin filaments unlike in other cases. If bending stiffness of actin filaments is low enough, the actin filaments are buckled and oriented in the y-direction. If buckling is suppressed due to large bending stiffness, the actin filaments cannot be oriented in the y-direction. (c) Antiparallel pairs of actin filaments initially oriented relatively in the x-direction can be aligned in the y-direction via polarity sorting.

(TIF)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### Time evolution of standard deviation of x positions of actins (*σ*~*x*~) in the cases shown in [Fig 6](#pcbi.1005277.g006){ref-type="fig"}.

The turnover rate used in these cases is (a) 30 s^-1^, (b) 45 s^-1^, (c) 60 s^-1^, (d) 75 s^-1^, and (e) 90 s^-1^. The inhibition factor is 0 (red), 0.2 (blue), 0.4 (green), 0.6 (cyan), 0.8 (black), and 1 (magenta).

(TIF)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### Impacts of actin turnover on bundle formation and tension generation in networks with numerous ACPs.

Densities of motors and ACPs used in cases shown here are 0.08 and 0.1, respectively. (a-d) Snapshots showing actin density in networks (a) without actin turnover and (b-d) with actin turnover rate (*k*~t,A~) of 60 s^-1^. In networks with actin turnover, depolymerization of actin filaments was inhibited by bound ACPs or motors to an extent determined by inhibition factor (*ξ*~d,A~). *ξ*~d,A~ ranges between 0 (no inhibition of depolymerization) and 1 (complete inhibition). In these examples, *ξ*~d,A~ is (b) 0, (c) 0.5, or (d) 1. (e) Time evolution of tensile forces generated by bundles for cases shown in (a-d). (f) Distribution of forces exerted on motors ($f_{M}^{\max}$) and ACPs ($f_{ACP}^{\max}$) measured at peak tension for cases shown in (a-d). The gray dashed line indicates stall force of motors (5.7pN). The legend is shared with (e). (g) The maximum and (h) sustainability of tension, depending on *k*~t,A~ and *ξ*~d,A~. (i) Compaction time. (j) Standard deviation of x positions of actins at the compaction time ($\sigma_{x}^{\text{c}}$).

(TIF)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### Time evolution of standard deviation of x positions of actins (*σ*~*x*~) in the cases shown in [S11 Fig](#pcbi.1005277.s013){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.

The turnover rate used in these cases is (a) 60 s^-1^, (b) 90 s^-1^, and (c) 120 s^-1^. The inhibition factor is 0 (red), 0.25 (blue), 0.5 (green), 0.75 (cyan), and 1 (black).

(TIF)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.
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